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"Mini Courses"
Instituted
The Sociology Department coined
a new phrase last week when "mini
courses" were approved by EPC.
"Minis," or short courses, will be topics
offered for part of a semester beginning
second semester next year. They . will
carry variable credit. The courses will
cover topics that "can't be welded into
existing courses," but are worthy of
intensive study.
Some of the tentative SC (short
courses) offerings are "Pop" Culture,
Sociology of the Absurd, Sociology of
Sexual Deviance, Social History of
Films, Sociology of Humor, and Science
Fiction & Utop ias. Professors Geib and
Morrione will teach the courses at different hours so that a student can take
two short courses at a time.
The Sociology Department 's SD program was approved simultaneously with
another educational innovation. Student-taught courses, ungraded but carrying credit , were approved this week
by EPC, and the Sociology Department
sees its SC program as the vehicle for
introducing student-taught as well as
student-initiated- courses in the department. The SC system will also give a
professor an opportunity to experiment
with areas of special interest , perhaps
as the first step in inaugurating a new
course. Team-teaching should also be
facilitated by SC courses, since a
faculty member's commitment in time
is less than a semester.
.According to Fred Geib, the mini
courses seem more consistent with
educational philosophy in that the time
unit will be designed to fit the material
instead of forcing the coverage of material to be dictated by a semester's
length. The specific duration of each
offering has not yet been determined ,
but possible combinations include half
semester courses for VA credits each ,
1/3 semester courses for 1 credit each ,
or combinations of these. As stipulated
in the motion passed by EPC, the program "allows for greater exposure to
topical matters which may be assimilated within the framework of one's interests , one's major and a liberal arts
education." SC also accomodates students who would be interested in a
brief but concentrated inquiry into
a subject while not interested or willing
to devote a semester to it.
Any student with the prerequisite
Soc. 221 ,222 is eligible for SC courses,
which will be listed as Soc. 312 at
Registration.
The minis will be conducted for a
one-year period , and then be assessed
by the department.

Gary Arsenault plays Stanley Kowalski, and Cindy Canoll plays his w ife
Stella, in the Powder,and Wig production of A Streetcar Named Desire ,
to be presented this weekend in the Roberts Union Loft theatre.

Love, Sex and
Shattered Dreams

Tennessee Williams Pultizer Prize winning play A Streetcar Named Desire
will be presented Thursday , Friday ,
and Saturday May 3-5, in the loft of
Roberts Union at 8 pm.
The production will mark the silver
anniversary of the play's debut on
Broadway in December , 1947. Another
anniversary observance of Streetcar's
debut took p lace last Thursday when
it was revived in a Lincoln Center
production at the Vivian Beaumont
Theatre. As in 1947, the play opened to
enthusiastic critical reviews.
Described by Director Suss as a play
about "love,i sex, and shattered dreams
in the hothouse atmosphere of New
Orleans," the play originally had Marlon
Brando , Kim Hunter , and Jessica Tand y
in the main roles.
The Suss production features Gary
Arsenault as Stanley Kowalski, Cindy
Canoll as Stella Kowalski , and Jayne
Osier as Stella 's sister Blanche DuBois

Stella 's sister Blanche DnBo is is
p layed by J ane Osier in this weekend 's
produc tion,

The cast also includes Candace Burnett ,
Ron Collins, Jay Reed , Susan Ellowitz,
Bruce Cummings, Gloria Payne, Albert
Rosellini, Gail Hansen , and David Peckham.
The vividly realistic scene is the two
rooms of the Kowalski apartment in
the French Quarter of New Orleans.
Tickets will be available in the dining
halls on the nights of the production
as well as at the door.

Election
R eturns
Charles W. Jenks, III , of Scituate,
Mass. and Robert C. Tommasino of
Stoneham, Mass., both juniors at Colby,
were elected non-voting representatives
to the Board of Trustees last week. Each
will serve a one-year team.
Jenks, a psychology major and vicepresident of student government, has
served this year as chairman of the academic life committee of student government. He has been active in WMKB , and
is a member of the Educational Policy
Committee.
A dean 's list student majoring m
American studies, Tommasino has served
as a student advisor to freshmen. Both
students are members of Tau Delta Phi
Elected as class officers last week
were.- 1974: President , David French ;
VP, Libby Corydon , Treasurer, David
Finger j Secretary,Debbie Marden ,1975:
President, Fred Lauriai VP, Howard
Lakej Treas., Hank Goldman*, Secretary,
Diane Billington , 1976s President , Tom
Green; VP, Michael North; Treasurer ,
Nancy Coyne , Secretary, Melissa Day.

The Beach Boys are coming to Colby
on Sunday, May 13, reported Gloria
Pay ne M onday night. There will be
two shows in Wadsworth , at 7 and
9:30, according to the Social Life Committee, and tickets will be $4 - $4.50.
Customers are limited to two tickets
each. .
Peter Amato, ex-Social Life Chairman , is responsible for bringing the Californian group to Colby. The group is
being contracted through a promoter ,
which means the agency takes charge of
all expenses, and receives all proceeds
from the concert. A contract with
a promoter "must be gone over with a
fine-tooth comb," according to Gloria
Payne. She has not seen the contract ,
however, "nor has anyone else," said
John Zacamy, director of student
activities, who had tried unsuccessfully
to reach Amato. According to the Use
of Facilities Committee, the promoter
should be made to agree in writing to
pay for lighting , security, sound , stageconstruction and other expenses, or
Stu-G is liable to end up with a pile of
bills for these substantial payments.
The stipulations of the contract , however , remain
unknown , although
Zacamy reported that he had heard it
had been signed .
Stu-G continued its scrutiny of the
Oracle during the same meeting. Tom
Gordon , editor-in-chief , has apparentl y
agreed to make subscription sheets available at dining areas , where students
will sign if they want yearbooks. Yearbooks will not be available until the
fall. The price for each will be under
$2 depending on the amount of money
the Oracle makes selling its 30 shares
of G. E. stock.
If senior yearbooks are not completed by commencement, they will be
mailed to graduates. The Oracle is late
because the final compilation of its
contents was lost in the mail.

Debate
Winners
The affirmative team of S. Ann
Earon and Bruce Cummings was judged
the winner in the annual Mur/ay Prize
Debate held last Thursday in Lovejoy.
Ann , a junior from Barrington , R.I.,
and Cummings, a senior from Keene ,
N.H., successfully advocated the resolution "The Number of Terms for Members of the U.S. Congress Should Be
Limited b y Law ."
Taking the negative side were .sophomores Mitchell Hugonnet of Ne^tV York
City and Robert Duchesne of Concord ,
'W
N.H.

House Haunt
by Susan Staples
Co n tinuing with my series of ho use haunts, one
of the most unusual and dramatic houses I have
toured was designed by Prof. Suss of the English
Department . His eight room, three-level modernistic
design was begun eight years ago and is seclu ded
among fifteen acres of forest adjacent to the Messalonskee stream in Oakland. Overall, the house emphasizes picture windows, and has a natural wood
interior. There is a f lagstone f loor in the entranceway and wood parquet and Japanese tile floors
throughout the rest of the house. The two studies
are lined wall-to-wall with bo oks and the modern ,
functional kitchen features an abundance of counter
space and two sinks. Three fireplaces are linked to a
central chimney, including one in the dining room
for use in preparing special meals.
The dining room is an interesting room for it
features an eight-foot-long table made by Mr. Suss,
and above it a massive steel chandelier made by
Colby student Randy Strickland for a Jan Plan.
The floor of the room is made of removable Italian
tiles, and imported Spanish chairs contribute to
the weighty decor. Also on display are five antique clocks and a sink .
Touring the Suss residence is somewhat similar
to a trip through a world museum. The 22' by 24'
living room with its. fireplace, sofas, scatter rugs,
and parquet wood floor is dramatically decorated
with art objects from many parts of the globe. There
is a temple rubbing from Thailand covering the
loudspeakers, which was a gift from the Striders
and woodcarvings from an Indian temple. Continuing with the Far Eastern motif , Mr. Suss has a contemporary wood carving from Bali, a Turkish
lun ch bucket, and framed swatches from 18th and
19th Japanese kimonos. In a different vein , the
top of a Newport gas lamp serves as a table lamp,
and a display of colored rocks indigenous to Maine
that adds to the varied decor. A most interesting
Spanish iron lantern adorns the stairway. A tour
of Mr. Suss' home is without a doubt a fascinating
and profitable experience.
The Wyman home in Oakland dates from 1776.
It is a classic colonial cape with seven rooms; and ,
strangely enough , has a red caboose in the backyard
which serves as a guest house. Ten acres of land
now belong to the house, although it was originally
part of a grant of ten lots given by the King of
England in 1642 to the Bates family (Bates College) ;
hence the address—Ten Lots Road,
In the cellar one can see the huge stacked granite
slabs which support the house. Apparently they
were brought by oxen from Skowhegan over the
frozen river when the house was being built. The
beams supported by these slabs still have bark on
them , attesting to the favorable temperature of the
cellar. Six years ago the floors which rest on natural
granite were restored , but they are still uneven in
keeping with the way they were originally constructed. There are three working fireplaces: one
each in the kitchen , living room and dining room.
The rest of the rooms include a roomsized butler's
pantry, a bedroom , and two studies. One wall of
the butler 's pantry has been rubbed down to the
original butternVrit<-stain finish , and gives off a
soft and lovely dark red sheen. There is wainscoting in the dining and living rooms, accompanied
by Peggec« beams and the nine-pane over four-pane
glass windows characteristic of the late eighteenth
century.
The Wymans are renting the house from Ian
Robertson , a former Colby faculty member, who
acquired the caboose as part of a joke played by a
form er Colby student. It was purchased from the
Canadian Northwestern Railroad for. $400 and itcost $500 to bring it to the Wyman backyard . The
caboose sits on its own track and gravel b ed , has
a signal lantern with the sign "Parkland" on it, and
even the makings of a brass ticket window . The
interior is painted gray and has a long bench , bunks ,
an old-fashioned stove complete with coal hog, and

kerosene lanterns. Certainly the most unusual guest
house for miles around .
It may seem strange to include a house which
has not even been constructed , but the plans of
Prof. Adel Heinri ch of the Music Dept. are trul y
unique. Her home is to be built on 41/- acres of
land in Sydney and will be the first Frank Lloyd
Wright complex in Maine. The lot, which features
a thirty mile view , birch tree clusters and every
variety of tree found in Maine.pro vides a natural
setting for the idealism of Mr. Wright.
Prof. Heinrich is designing her dream home
with the aid of the Taliesen Architects of Madison,
in the form of a triptych. One of the three wings
will be devoted to art, one to music, and the third
to research and literature. Once the final plan has
been decided upon , it will be registered with the
Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation to assure that it
is in keeping with Wright 's ideals ; then the house
must be constructed according to the approved
plan with no revisions. Prof. Heinrich will begin
construction next year, and certainly her home will
be an outstanding one among faculty homes.

Dr. Suss built this eight-foor dining room table himself.
Colby student Randy Strickland constructed the steel
chandelier f o r a J an Plan.

Dr. Irving Suss lives among a collection of art objects
from all parts of the globe, including a temple rubbing
from Thailand and a Turk ish lunch bucket. Tbe fireplace
and wood parquet flo or make his living room architecturally
unusual.

D ean Wyman 'sguesthouse is a little red caboose
par ked in the backyard,
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Going from the old art gallery to the new one is
like walking out of a locked closet into the Elysian
Fields. In a sneak preview this week the ECH O toured
the new gallery which should be complete by the end
of May, according to Hugh Gourley, Curator.
The gallery, which comprises the largest of the twostoried, spacious area tripling the space of the old gallery.
It exploits natural lighting, and contains almost no
inner walls, although moveable panels can be added.
The open spaces inside the gallery are complicated
by the shapes of the roof and grand staircase, which
opens up a two-story section. Roughly, the gallery
consists1of three rectangles whose ends are uneven. A
balustrade overlooks the grand staircase and lower
galleries. The corners formed by the rectangles contain
verticle windows, so "the view of paintings is varied
by natural scenes," according to Hugh Gourley.
When the architects of the gallery, Johnson Hotredt
from Boston, first came to Colby they felt that the
campus seemed to slide off the hill at this end. They
decided to introduce a strong feature to the landscape,
which would help contain the campus. Johnson Hotredt

Teach A Course
Bartending for credit? Batik for beginners?
These and other courses may be possible course
offerings at Colby next year. What 's more, the
instructor may very well be your roommate.
EPC accepted a motion this week which will
allow student-taught courses under the flexible
fifteen system. According to flexible fifteen, students may take pass-fail credit for coursee beyond
105 credit hours. Students who are interested in
teaching a course must present a plan to StudentGovernment, according to the motion. Stu-G will
function as screening agents for students' proposals, and will submit the best of the crop to EPC

*

has also designed a wing of the Boston Museum of S cience,

The creation on "iniimate spaces" has been the *
philosophy behind the design of the addition. Closed
courtyards, benches in the gallery, even cubicles for,
welding in the Lenk Studio Wing form secluded spots ,
throughout the building . Outside, the old courtyard
with the Zorak sculpture will have flagstone and gravel
walks, forming another closed-in area. The old granite
steps are being used to construct benches in this courtyard
Another sculpture courtyard will be located between the
two wings, on ground landscaped with railroad ties
and gravel. Carol Johnson .who did the landscaping
around the new dorms, will do the landscaping here
as well.
A lobby leading to both the gallery and the studios
connects with the galssed-in arcade, which joins the
old and new building. The upstairs gallery will show
collections which are on loan to the college, arranged
chronologically. Like the rest of the wing, it will be
carpeted in brown with white linen walls. Another
gallery downstairs will contain Colby's permanent
collection, which consists of about 500 paintings.
Colby 's collection is largely American art from the 18th

for final judgem ent.
The approval of this motion provides a mechanism
for the initiation of student-taught courses.
There is presently one such course on campus,
Archeology, taught by sophomore Jim Merrick.
In order to receive credit and approval for his
course, Jim had to present a fastidiously prepared
lesson plan; the new motion should ease the process
of application.
Both student teacher and enrollees in the courses
will receive credit. Academic advisors will have
final responsibility for the grades given by student
teachers , As part of the flexible fifteen, such courses
will be Credit/Non-credit rather then graded subjects. Anyone interested in teaching should con"
tact Martha Dewey, Academic Life Chairman,

century to the present. Winslow Homer is the most
well-represented artist. A smaller, separate gallery
downstairs will house the collection of John Marin ,
Maine's famous seascape artist.
The Lenk Studio Wing is devoted to two sculpture
workshops and a painting studio upstairs. The
painting studio has many windows and receives
northern light, which is considered the most favorable lighting, since it is fairly constant year-round.
The architects attempted to relate the Bixler
addition to the rest of the campus by using brick
and a copper roof. However, the roofing firm has
noted that it will take at least ten years for the roof
of Bixler to acquire that particular green hue
visible on the Eustis roof.
The main approach to the complex will be to
the left of the old coutyard entrance. Other renovations within the old building will include construction of a large art and music library, a lecture room,
and offices.
According to Gourley, who has been curator
since 1966, the advantages of the new gallery are
its natural lighting, 7500 square feet of space and
different areas which lend themselves to separate
categories of art. The official opening date will be
September 15.
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Sprin g Fever
A couple of weeks ago, there was a report of a
middle-aged pervert who came as an unpleasant
surprise to one unprepared young miss who decided
to walk downtown one sunny afternoon. Since
then there has been a rash of similar incidents on
various quarters of the Colby campus. We are
prompted to wonder if this represents a crime wave.
There have been sightings reported in the library stacks, in the cubes, and in the fieldhouse. One
particularly intrepid deviate wandered unmolested
into the women's sauna and caused a commotion
when he attempted to escort a particularl y frightened co-ed away. Will it never end?
Exhibitionists and other sexual aberrants have
apparently made Colby their spring playground. It
is said that they come north from the cities with the
warm weather, because Exhibitionism is a practice
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gettin' bugged walkin' up and down the same old
strip, I gotta find a little place where the kids are
hip?" But they were a versatile group. They could
stir souls with one well-timed soprano whine.
The Beach Boys are now sophisticated. They
play some of their old songs but now they have a
new twist. Much of their sound is synthesized, and
augmented by electronic gimmicry. Dennis and
Carl Wilson are still with the troup, as is Mike Love,
but brother Brian Wilson has been sitting out of
late. "The Wanderer " hasn't come home to roost,
but the Beach Boys' promoter hints that Brian
Wilson may show for the Colby gig.
It should be a good show at a price that most
can afford. Tickets are four dollars for Colby
students.

Beach Blanket Bingo
The Beach Boys are coming to Colby!
$ut the same sort of Nostalgia (with a capital
"n") that the Shittons brought to Runnals Gymnasium earlier this semester will not be present. The
present Beach Boys ju st aren't the Beach Boys of
old. They aren't the same tow-headed youths whose
only joy in the mid-sixties was a f our-oh-nine Ford,
a Hobie surfboard , a little blond girl burnt beyond
recognition , and seven or eight feet of glassy surf.
They've "matured", and the hot-rodder surfer
image that they so carefully cultivated then is all
but gone.
Maybe it's time to reminisce. Can it be only
eight years since it was fashionable to own a wooden
sided station wagon rescued from an early death
in a junk yard? Can it be that long since Dennis
Wilson, playing in a garage in Hawthorne, California,, reached national prominence by singing "I'm

' .

To the Woodsmen's Meet Workers :
The Colby Outing Club wishes to thank everyone, especially timer, scorers, judges, and kitchen
staff , who helped at the Woodsmen 's Weekend.
The many hours put in by so many people made
the meet a tremendous success.
Many thanks!
Colby Outing Club
Woodsmen's Committee

„

To the Editor:
Peter Harriman 's article on SDS in last week's
ECHO (ironi cally enough , under "Wisequacks")
is wrong headed. He states * "Here at Colby, and
elsewhere in America , science is being brought to question
by close minded individuals who label as "racist"
theories that conflict with their own views." What he
is saying is that SDS is fighting science and working
to substitute views which he defines furth er down in
the article as "superstitious." However, if he had
attended the recent SDS forum on racism (I realize
that is a great deal to expect) he would have heard several
highly 'scientific articles explaining the basis for SDS's
argument with Jensen and Herrnstein. SDS doesn't
object to science itself , rather the method and views
of teaching it. Can this be called "superstition?"
Harriman is guilty of the very thing that he accuses
SDS of , emotionalism. And what is worse, he doesn 't
defend himself adequately. If he would devote more
time to what's happ ening on campus , instead of thinking
up such tasteless little gems as, "somehow Stra tman and SDS
SDS seem too inconsequential to fear or even take
seriously," t hen we'd have a better paper, It's t ime
the E CHO dropped t his poin tless "Nyah , nyah" attitude
before it deteriorates any more.
Sincerely,
Anita Baldwin

that is not particularly fruitful when there is still
snow on the ground. Spring is prime time because
it is still appropriate to wear an overcoat , yet not
so warm that prowling around dressed that way is
uncomfortable. It is uncertain Whether or not the
man who entered the sauna was wearing his overcoat. If he was, it throws out the whole theory.
Credit Where Credit Is Due
The ECHO functions as a forum for debate and
discussion at Colby. As such, the quality of the
newspaper should be of concern to everyone,
especially its editors. It deserves much more care
in preparation and editing than it receives—yet the
editors can not attend to this and still carry five
regular courses.
Having struggled with the ECHO for a semester,
we feel that the best way to produce a better and
more professional newspaper is to offer academic
credit for a semester's work as editor. This would
lighten an editor's course load , leaving more time
to devote to the investigative, supervisory, and crit
ical tasks which harried editors are forced to
neglect . The credit incentive would motivate
students who had feared neglecting their studies
and lowering their averages to devote themselves
to the newspaper. More creative ide^s would be
developed when the paper received more attention
Critics of the newspaper may argue that its
quality in the past does not merit academic credit
for editing. This only re-inforces the argument for
credit : previous editors have looked on the newspaper a*of secondary importance—or have suffered
academically for their jo urnalistic efforts. With
supervision and guidance from an advisor in the
English department , the editorship would not be
a - 'jut," but a challenge which, if successfully met,
would reward the editors and the readers.
The administration and the English department
have little to lose by trying this plan—if unsuccessful it can always be curtailed. But the student
who undertakes editing the newspaper while trying
to do a semester's work in addition stands to lost
much. And , ECHO readers lose even more in the
poorer quality of the paper.
We feel that the ECHO has enormous potential, which can not be realized if the paper is
granted only partial attention. We strongly urge
that a credit incentive for editors be adopted.
Dear ECHO:
It 's me again. Actually I should say us since I've
taken on a partner . .
The movie you asked about was titled "Inherit
the Wind. " The title was taken from the book of
proverbs 11:29. "He that troubleth his house
shall inherit the wind. " Frederic March played William
Jennings Bryant and Spencer Tracy played Clarence
Darrow.
If our memories serve us correctly Orson Welles
played Clarance Darrow in a 1958 flick called "Compulsion " which tells the story of the famous LeopoldLoeb trial. This occurred in the late 30's w hen two
sons of promin ent Chicago businessmen decided to
murder for the heck of it.
With regards ,
Byrd Allen & Alan Andres
Dana Hall
P.S. We left out one flick from last week , "X, Y, & Z,"

Bad Food
by Art Levering
As promised in the last issue of the ECHO, here
is a list of foods which are bad because of additives and lack of nutrients:
—Refined sugars : White sugar is a foodless food.
There is evidence that it robs the body of "B"
vitamins and disrupts calcium metabolism.
Unfortunately, other sugars are made from a base
of white sugar (most brown sugars are merely
white with a small amount of molasses added).
Solution: Use honey (substitute half the amount
of honey for sugar in recipes.
—Refined oils: Most oils are refined to some degree,
but the worst are those which have been "solvent
extracted.!' These have petroleum residues in them.
Olive oil is good. Wesson makes an oil which on
the label claims that it has no additives.
—White flours, spaghetties, Macaronies, Noodles,
Breads: White in these cases doesn 't mean pure,
but very lacking in nutrients. Buy whole wheat or
soya flour, spaghetti, noodles, and macaroni. Commercial bakery products also come under this heading. Besides not being nutritious, they contain
immense amounts of preservatives and artificial
colorings and flavorings (especially packaged cakes
and p ies).
—Polished White rice: Again the refining process removes most nutritious,parts. Buy brown, unpolished
rice.
—Most commercial ice creams: There contain incredible amounts of additives in cluding texturizers,
stabilizers, artificial flavorings and colorings. Buy
Breyer 's ice cream (the only commercial, natural
ingredient ice cream.
-Most commercial cereals: Contrary to what many
people think, most of these breakfast cereals contain little nutritive value and much in the way of
chemical additives. Buy only whole grain cereals:
oatmeal, Wheatena , wheat germ, granola, etc.

Cream of wheat is made from the most worthless part of wheat.
—Soft drinks and beer: Soft drinks have zero nutritive value and many chemicals. Beer contains such
things as defoaming agents and it is often filtered
through asbestos which is very dangerous to your
health. Knickerbocker makes a "natural" beer
which contains no additives.
In addition to the above, the following foods
are recommended : Dannon yogurt (the only commercial yogurt with all natural ingredients), unhydrogenated peanut butter, natural ingredient candy, most
foreign foods, fresh , unsprayed vegetables from the
Maine Organic Farmers' Association (for information, writer to George Benjamin, Riverside Drive,
Auburn , Maine, 04210), and food from natural
food stores (there's one across the street from Cottle's
and there's'a large one in Boston—Erewhon , 3 3
Farnsworth Street, 02210).
The sources for this article were Food Pollution,
by Gene Marine and Judith Van Allen and the
following pamphlets from the Organic Merchants
Association: "The Oil Story ," "The Sugar Story,"
"The Not List."
Anyone sincerely interested in a natural foods
dining room on campus next year , please come to
273 Mary Low and sign a petition . By doing this,
you can express a genuine concern about your
present Colby diet. If enough of you care, maybe
next year you'll be able to eat right.

Fancy Demomancy ?
"Demomancy" will be the subject of a free
lecture Monday night in Dunn Lounge by Richard
M. Bowers. A 1950 graduate of Colby, Mr. Bowers
is a founder of Zero Population Growth and is
presently director of the Center for Optimum
Environment.
"Demomancy" does not appear in Webster's,
but it is definitely not a primitive cult. The Greek
roots of the word translate "people-prophecy",
so apparently Mr. Bowers will be offering divinations
concerning population growth. He will speak at 8
pm in Runnals.

by Christi Pope
Before and during Earth Week last month, the
Colby Environmental Council (C.E.C.) ran a p ho tograph contest. In asking for pictures of pollution
and natural beauty taken in Maine, we were hoping
to stimulate some thought among our fellows about
the degeneration taking place in their state. Also,
we were hoping that they would see the great spaces
still present in Maine both as settings for fun and
retreat, now and hopefully in the future, and as
goals for the rehabilitation of some of the now
humanly polluted areas. Generally, both these
attempts failed. Few people bother of care to discover the assets and problems of this, their fouryear home. Many are happy just to sit back and take
from Maine and the earth all they can without
bothering to see how their greed affects the donor.
Through projects such as the photograp h contest
and the paper recycling, the C.E.C. is trying to stir
some ecological conscience within with largelyunconcerned souls at Colby. The contest, though
not overly successful, did stimulate some good
photograp hy and also hopefully some good thought
The first prizes of $15.00 each went to Bob Jordan
for natural beauty and to Carter Zervas for pollution. The second prize of $10.00 went to Ricardo
Lujan for pollution. The three wining prints will
be displayed on the C.E .C. bulletin board outside
the spa next week and they will be published in
the Maine Times at the end of this month. We
thank all those who entered for showing some con
cern about Maine and would like to see a better
showing next year.

COLBY SPECIALS
Colby Eight

Double Vanilla

acres. What a place to bring up the kids. Only 15 minutes
from Colby.
«.
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I have a home on Cherry Hill Drive where Colby Professors
love to reside. A nice 7 room cape with 3 bedrooms and
an excellent tree shaded lot.
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Nice five room ranch on beautifu l corner lot in Norridgewock.
12 miles from Waterville. Best paying rent.
Low 20's..
,..

Low 40's.
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I have several properties that would make excellent investment. ¦
Call for more information.
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I have Camps, Acreage, Farms , Residential
properties. I also have ready clients who-are looking for
any of these items.

Real Estate

BUYIN' OR SElXlN'
give me a call

Insurance

JIM VIGUE '72
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Travel Services

873-0692
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Broker Manager
THE MCQUADE AGENCY
45 MAIN STREET
WATERVILLE , MAINE
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Black Mountain
An Exploration in Community
by Martin Buberman
review by Gary Lawless
Black Mountain College is very hard to write about
without feeling very jealous towards the students
who had a chance to go there. At Black Mountain the
student was given every available opportunity to grow,
learn, and express creativity. Black Mountain was tucked
away in the woods and mountains of North Carolina,
an experiment in educational community started in
1933 by John Andrew Rice after he was booted from
Rollins College for offending colleagues, bullying and
ridiculing students, teaching them to "do as they please,
flout good manners and customs, to withdraw from
social relations, and to become morbid and unnatural."
It was also charged that he helped to alienate one young
lady from her sorority, whispered in chapel, wore a jockstrap on the beach, proposed that male and female
students be paired off on arrival, and called a chisel
"one of the world's most beautiful objects. " Surely
such a man was destined for something better than
the regular academic role-playing.
The something better was his college. He was joined
by some of his fellows from Rollins, and also students.
A campaign for money , students, and teachers w illing
to work for room and board was waged and the college
opened. The idea of the college was to " remove the
usual list of do's and don 'ts — and then surround the
person with one invitation after another ," not only
with literature, art and music but "to.be a good , pleasant,
respectable person to have around." There were no
required courses, formal tests, grades, and the student
was given the first ten days to shop around , attend
courses, and decide which to sign up for. Courses were
small, rarely going over 6 or 7 people. They met in
the mornings and the evenings, with afternoons free
so that the students could get outside. Many students
as well as the teach ers were involved in work programs,
especially the college farm , raising meat and v egetables.
Students also built most of the dorms and small buildings,
Duberman 's book is a very skillfully written history
of the college's rise and fall. The power struggles, money
hassles, and fi ghts to stay alive are all recorded and
make very interesting reading, with many insights into '
the functionings of such an academic community.
The highest rise of Black Mountain comes in the
forties and early fifties. Many prominent names have
figured in the early Black Mountain history, but from
the mid-forties the list is staggering. A Little known
duo of avant-garde performers who had been touring
the country together were hired to teach — John Cage
and Merce Cunningham. Cage persuaded the college

to hire also a starving artist friend , Willemi de Kooning.
Walter Gropius became architect/advisor and Buckminister Fuller was signed on. It was at Black Mountain
that Fuller built his first large geodesic dome, the one
invention that would later enhance his reputation so.
Fuller also did his first dance perfromance there, with
Cunningham in Satie's "Ruse of the Medusa," produced by John Cage. One of the first mixed-media
events was led by Cage, who read , D avid Tudor on
piano, Cunningham dancing, Olson reading, with other
various media involved (slides, film...),very early in
the fifties.
,
The next and last large step came with the replacement
of Mary Caroline Richards by Charles Olson , the beginning
of the "Black Mountain school" of poets. Students and
later teachers revolving around Olson were Robert
Creeley, Ed Dorn , Robert Cuncan , Jonathan Williams,
Joel Oppenheimer, Michael Rumacher, and John Wieners.
During this time they produced a magazine, Black
Mountain Review. This magazine became quite influential ,
and provided a place for their work to be viewed together in one collection. (The last issue gave way to
outside influences, co-edited by Ginsberg with works
by Snyder, Kerouac, Burroughs, Whalen and McClure.)
Olson eventually became rector of the college and stayed
through to the end, as it was grad ually dismembered
and sold to pay its debts, so th at by 1957 there was
no more Black Mountain.
This book is an incredible history not only of a
very experimental college ahead of its time, but of the
shaping of an artistic community whose contributions
continue to send the world of artistic creativity forward
Any one who is interested in the study of community,
of a clearer dream of educative process, or just a good
book about the shaping of the modern worlds of art ,
dance , music or poetry should read it.

FILMS

Salted in the Sh ell/ Pequo d is going to present a
two night series of films on modern poetry . The films
will be half hour films of poets reading their own poetry.
They will be shown on Wednesdays , May 9 and 16,
in the Runnals Coffee House. There will be a 25_ admission charge to help pay for the films and proj ectionist
The first ni ght , May 9, will feature 3 films of !/_ hour
each. A film of Allen Ginsberg and Lawrence Ferlinghetti
(including a discussion of the San Francisco Renaissance),
a film of Gary Snyder and Philip Whalen , and a film
of Brother Antoninus (William Everson) and Michael
JvfcClure (who also will discuss the use of hallucinogens
for direct emotional experience) will all be shown.
A week later, two hours of films will be shown.
These are : selections from William Carlos Williams'
writings , a film of Robert Creeley reading and discussing
how his poems take shape, a film of Denise Levertov
and Charles Olson reading, and the final film , readings
b y Robert Duncan and John Wieners.
This selection of films pretty well covers most of
the figures and excitement in modern American poetry
of the 1960's, and is recommended hi ghly to anyone
with an interest in poetry.

Spring Concert

by Lynn McGahey
Ludwig van Beethoven 's penetrating Egmont
Overture, Opus 84 opened the Sunday performance
of the Colby Community Symphony Orchestra.
The presentation was unfortunatel y plagued by
musical inchoherance throughout , particularly
in the violin sections. There were, however,
several enthusiastic orchestral entrances , and a tremendously grand final cadence restored a bit of
that Beethovenian spirit.
The first two movements of Felix Mendelssohn 's
Symphony No. 4 in A Major , Opus 90, appeared next
on the program/ Orchestral intonation was far less
than perfect and Mendelssohn 's delightful rhythmic
complexities of the first movement, particularly,
fell into obscurity by consistent multi-entrances
and progressions among the stringed instruments.
The lovely second movement, andante con moto,
was more precisely performed. Particularly effective
were the orchestral swells midway through the
movement and the three mystical pizzicatos scattered
among the finishing moments.
Next, Doroth y Spurling, mezzo soprano, captured
the audience as she sang opera arias from Wolfgang
A. Mozart 's, The Marriage of Figaro . "Voi che sppete ,"
Jules Massenet's, Werther , "Larmes," Guiseppe Verdi's,
Don Carlos, "O don Fatale," and II Trovatore,
"Condotta ell'era in ceppi." Dorothy Spurling \
is a member of Grace Leslie's studio at Salisbury,
Mass. and has appeared in Broadway shows and operas.
Following intermission was a presentation b y
the Symphony Orchestra of George Frideri c Handel' s
Agrippina Overture , featuring oboe soloist, Janet
Ramsey.
The program ended with a performance of the
Concerto for Two Pianos in E flat Major , K.3 65
by Mozart. Piano soloist's Jean and Kenneth Wentworth
displayed sparkling ability, and their sensitivity to
the keyboard rendition of this work was touching.
The orchestra , however, failed to maintain the aura
of Mozart which the soloists so beautifully create.
Inner coherance and smooth transition from solo
to orchestral medium was hardl y achieved amidst
the confusion of sound.
Both Jean and Kenneth Wentworth are graduates
of Juilliard where they specialized in music for four
hands at one piano. This extraordinary husband and
wife team have been heard in India and the Middle
East , New York (including a feature Channel 13
television appearance), Boston , Philadel phia , and
many other cities around the world. Presentl y
they are both members of the music faculty at
Sarah Lawrence College.
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Children by choice. Not chance.
For further information, write Planned Parenthood ,
Box 431, Radio City Station , New York , N.Y. 10019.
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Richard AA. Bowe rs
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CONCERT COOP & COLBY COLLEGE
present

A FOUNDER OF ZERO POPULATION GROWTH
DIRECTOR OF CENTER FOR OPTIMUM ENVIRONMENT
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Will Speak on the Subject of

DEMOMANCY
Monday May 7th 8; 00 PM
Dunn Lounge
Admission Free
Sponsored by Stu-G
Mr. Bowers is a 1950 Colby Graduate

MIKE J OHNSON
Folk-Rock
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AT C0LBY COLLEGE
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Limite d Number Student Discount
Tickets Available with Colby I.D. for $4.00
ONLY TWO PER STUDENT

Roberts Desk-9:00-12 *00 a.m. ;.for informa tion call Ext. 220
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'caught log-rolling with a peavie,
DaotT^mK
which'ftl st happens to be a Main e invention.

Colby Ranks
7th In Meet
by Nancy Noreen
Although it rained and poured , thirteen Woodmen's Teams arrived Friday night , April 27th.
(Three teams were hrer Thursday sharpening axes,
practicing chopping and taking trial runs on Johnson Pond.) Saturday.-morning Colby Outing Club
members were up at d- a.m. finishing tht set-up for
the meet. At nine everythingwas ready as planned.
The timers, scorers, andjudges, as well as competitiors
came equipped for the weather in ponchos and yellow
slickers which kept them dry (for a while anyway!).
Felling, the first "event, is the most fun to watch.
The 20-foot poles which grew suddenly behind Roberts last week were cut down just as quickly as they
grew. The gun, . went off and the first man began
chopping for speed and accuracy. A second man
finished the cut so as to have the pole fall as close
as possible to a stake planted in the ground. (One
school had the;poIe over in 34 seconds!) The next
events, fly casting "and spin casting for distance and
accuracy were;harhpered b y the wind. In the chain
throw Rob Fjtzgibbons did a fine job for the Colb y
Woodsmen a* <Jid Dave Galvin in the axe throw. In
the pulp throw,,;team event , the object was to
throw as fast as possible four pieces of pulp between
two sets of 5tftj ces 20 feet apart . The pulp was
thrown back ing forth until 48 logs landed between
the stakes. The times for this event ranged from
2 minutes to '20, miniates (for one of the three girls
competing in the meet).
By the time.Iog rpliing took place the ground
was becoming saturated but the log, three feet in

¦

diameter, Wouldn't float over the course. The teams
still had to use their peavies to toll the log between
th e stakes. The scoot loading event was another
log-rolling event, but with smaller logs and up the
scoot not along the ground. Dan Bloomer and
Cliff Reicher rolled for the Colby Woodsmen.
Soaking wet but with spirits by no means dampened,
the hungry woodsmen dined in Mary Low. The
Colby Outing Club kitchen staff under the direction
of Jeff Hancock, served.
The afternoon events began with splitting and
speedchopping followed by bucksawing and crosscut
sawing. Chris Metcalf had good performances for
Colby in these speed events. The last event of the
day was firebuilding (yes, in the pouring rain). A
real woodsman can light a fire with only an axe, a
knife, three matches, and a block of wood and they
did light their fires and boil the water despite the
downpour. Saturday night the square dance at the
fieldhouse had the largest turnout of any this year.
Many woodsmen as well as Colby students wore
themselves out dancing to the live calling of Harold
Kerney.
Even with a lost hour of sleep in the change to
daylight saving time Colby Outing Club members
and the sixteen woodsmen's teams were back on
the job early Sunday morning. The canoeing events
began at 9:30 a.m. with a two-man canoe race.
The red buoys on Johnson Pond provided a challenging course for the two-man canoeing and the oneman canoe race. Next came the portage race just
before lunch. Jim Gibson and Dan Bloomer were
the two Colby team members who each had a turn
at running with a canoe on their backs in between
paddling- on the pond. This event ended with wet
feet, a swamped canoe (for one team), and a very
wet canoed The final event, the packboard race,
was most spectacular. Each team member ran a
section of a muddy and hilly course with a blanket,
fry pan , and 50 lb. sand bag lashed to a packboard .
After this endurance test the teams all crowded into
Lovejoy to wait for the results. They were presented
by Chris Metcalf, overall organizer of the meet,
Riki Ott, head scorer , and Chuck Griffin , head
judge, all of whom did a tremendous amount of
work to make the meet a success.
Out of fifteen competing teams, Colby did
quite well by placing seventh. The University of
Maine (A team) won the meet , with Paul Smith
(A team) placing second , and Dartmouth (A team)
placing third. The main competitors in the meet
were Paul Smith (three teams), Dartmouth (three
teams), and the University of New Hampshire
(four teams). The title of the meet did not serve
to deter the fairer sex, for one team from Dartmouth and two from U.N.H, were composed of
women. Unfortunatel y, the women's teams only
prevented the men 's teams from abject defeat,
as they managed to capture only the three losing
places. But it was a noble try . Perhaps in the
future we can look forward to a Woodspeople's
Meet.

Peter Johnson and the Manic Depressives bring
their music to Maine. Peter Johnson has played on
the same billing as great musicians all over Boston,
such as Van Morrison, Liv Taylor, and Cat Stevens.
And now he will appear with his new band at the
Coffeehouse on Friday, May 4th.
Peter Johnson is one of Cambridge's best singers
and songwriters. He comes out of Boston's era of
folksingers like J ames Taylor, Chris Smither and
Jonathan Edwards. The band, the Manic Depressives, features guitar, bass, horns and drums and
puts out some of the nicest fold and countryrock you'd ever hope to hear.
*
So come on down to the Coffeehouse at
8 p.m. Friday nite and hear some delightful music.
The admission is 50 _. The coffee and tea are free.
That's just our little joke.
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The Colby baseball team w ent into a mild skid
last week as they dropped two decisions to supposedly
weak opponents. On Wednesday the Mules opened
up their home season as well as state series play
with a 4-1 loss to Bates. In this one Colby threatened
often but could not score while Bates took advantage
of their few opportunities to earn a surprising victory . On Sunday the Mules, in the makeup of Friday's washout, were once again upset by a supposedly
weak team. This time the culprit was the University
of Main e, Portland-Gorham , as they presented
their hosts with a 5-3 defeat .
Steve Jasinski was on the mound for Colby and
he pitched well, though not well enough. In six
innings he gave up three runs on six hits while
striking out three and walking two. Rick Oparowski
p itched the last three innings, giving up one run on
three hits. It was the Mule offense which was sadly
lacking in this game as their previously booming
bats could produce only one run. This came in the
third when Jasinski singled and moved to second on
an infield out . Jim Hayes singled J asinski to third ,
from where he scored on a sacrifice fly off the bat
of Brian Cone.
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On Sunday the Mules moved down to the junior
varsity field as their own was still so aked from the
heavy rains. Freshman Joe Stella got the starting
nod, and in his first varsity performance pitched
adequately, giving up four runs on six hits while
striking out two and walking five in five and a third
innings. He was however credited with the loss. He
was relieved'by Bruce Carmichael who was relieved
by Oparowski as Portland-Gorham scored two
runs, including the eventual game winner in this
sixth inning. Seldom-used as a pitcher, Dan Rapaport pitched the first three innings and shut out the
visitors on two hits. As was the case in the Bates
game, Colby's offense was almost non-existent as
they were only able to manage six hits off two Portland-Gorham pitchers. Dave Lane had two hits
while Stella, Cone, Rapaport and Dave Averill had
one apiece.
The Mules played Tuesday against UMaineOrono and will play against Bowdoin at Bowdoin
on Thursday and will be home for a doubleheader
against Trinity on Saturday.
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The Colby track team swept to their first two
victories of the spring track season Saturday with a
triangular meet victory over Boston State College
and Southern Maine Vocational Technical Institute.
Colby scored 103 points to 63 for Boston State
and 13 for SMVTI. The Mules had previously lost
to Amherst, UMaine-Orono, and Worcester Polytechnic Institute. Because of Saturday's driving
rainstorm, the structure of the meet had to be altered ,
with the running events being held inside under the
protective cover of the fieldhouse, while the field
events continued outside.
Sophomores Ted Snyder and Manny Myers
were the two outstanding performers of the meet,
as each won three events. Snyder placed first in
the triple jump £he is defending Maine state champion in that event), the high jump (an event he just
recently took up) and the 60-yd, hurdles. The
60-yd. hurdles, run indoors, were the substitute for
the outdoor event of 120 yd. h igh hurdles. Myers
took two running events, the 60 yard and 220 yard
dashes, and one field event, the broad jump. Just
as the 60 yd.hurdles were a replacement, so was the
60 yard dash , used instead of the 100 yard dash.
Seniors Dick Beveridge and Malcolm Perkins
dominated the weight events, with Beveridge winning
both the shot-put and the discus and Perkins winning
the hammer throw.
Second place finishers for Colby included Mick
Chapuk in the long jump, D ave Delande in the 880,
Harry Groothoff in the mile, Lew Paquin in the two.
mile, Perkins in the shop-put , and Beveridge in the
hammer. This Saturday the Mules will compete
in the four-way state meet to be held at Bates.
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Following its initial loss to MIT, the Colby
Tennis Team this week rebounded with convincing
victories over three decidedly weaker Maine schools.
On Saturday, April 21, Colby defeated UMainePortland-Gorham by a score of 8-1 before an enthusiastic home crowd. This win was followed
by consecutive midweek triumphs over Bates and
Bowdoin by score of l xh-Vh and 7-2 respectively.
While these matches gave Colby a commanding
lead in the State Series, they also served to point
up the disappointingly low caliber of Maine Intercollegiate play (outside of Colby).
This week the Mules travel to UMaine and
Babson, returning home for an important match
against Tufts on Saturday.
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SERVING COLBY STUDENTS AND
FACULTY FOR YEARS

RENY'S SHELL
34 ELM STREET
WATERVILLE , MAINE
Phone: 872-2010
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PREGNANCY TEST AVAILABLE
An Abortion can be arranged
within 24 hours
You can return home
the same day you leave.
fUf I TOLL FREE
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Lost and Found

¦
|i ' . - sponsored by English 337d2
The last of the 1930's double features will be presented
i:
this Sunday night, May 6 at 7:00 in Lovejoy 100. The first
|feature, My Man Godfrey , was made in 1936 by
Universal, and is still considered to be one of the best
comed ies produced by Hollywood. It stars Carole
Lombard as a bizarre socialite and WilliamPowell as
the man she finds in the town dump during a scavenger
hunt; Directed by Gregory La Cava, My Man Godfrey
ranks with It Happened One Night and Bringing Up
Baby as the funniest of 1930's screwball comedy.
The second film is a Ginger Rogers-Fred Astaire
mu sical The Gay Divorcee (1934). Like all RogersAstaire films of the 30's, it manages to ignore the
Depression with a subtle smile and a well placed dance
step and is set in a world of stainless steel furniture and
satin gowns.
Also on hand will be a W.C.Fields short - "The
Dentist," and the fun and games of the C.W.Bassett
m\ ^ My Man Godfrey
dish raffle . This final double feature should be as entertaining and representative of Depression "tastes"
as those films shown earlier in the semester — Red Dust.
Camille, Tarzan and His Mate , and The Bride of
Frankenstein.
This series of American Studies sponsored films
will continue next year when English 337d2 will deal ,
with the 40's.
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4-29: Nancy Snow lost a 35mm Konica camera
in the Life Science library Sunday between
2 p.m. and 7 p.m.
4-29: Debbie Mertz lost a gold ladies Caravelle
watch in the fieldhouse this weekend.
4-27: Malcolm Perkins found his lost bicycle.
fl David Peckham, who back in November had his >"-9
I hockey equipment lost, reported that it was
i fl
¦
returned.
.^Ji
& There
no word yet on Debbie Seel's canoe as .
I
of thisisdate
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Spring election of courses will be held the week of May _
7th . Catalogs and curricula will be available at the Regis- fl
¦
trar 's Office on Monday morning May 7th .
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Sunday May 6 1973:
f
Public Reading Prizes
<M a |B 9:00 -10:00 Masterpiece Theatre "Vanity Fair" —
|
-«.
William Thackery's 19th century novel returns.
Preliminaries for the Louise Coburn Prizes in
ft
J Becky Sharp (played by British actress Susan Hampshire)
^
public reading will be held on Thursday, May 10,^* jfl frees h erself fro m Miss Pinkerton's academy and attempts k
^^fl|
1
| to marry the brother of her wealthy schoolmate,
Jf at 7:30 p.m. in Room 204C Miller Library.
^
^
Amelia Sedley.
II"
Monday May 7 1973:
__ 7:30 - 8:00 People of the Dawn A film documentary
I
I
Dial "O" for Securit y
about Passamaquoddy and Micmack Indians in Maine,
Mike Johnson
^ fl fl
™ ¦¦Please be aware of non-Colby people in the dormitories __, both on the reservation and urban Boston. This
\
television
station
Boston
produced
by
program
was
Saturday night at 8:00 in Given a concert will
and other College Buildings. If you see any suspicious
JJ
WBZ'
be presented by recording artist, Mike Johnson. 1j T""* persons, call the Security officers immediately. (Dial P'
^ "O") Don't wait for something to happen.
1/
Mr. Johnson , originally from Chicago, has been
I 10:30-11:00 Woman British actress Samantha
1
m
«¦¦ .«*
Parenthood,
Ruth
Miller
of
Planned
i
Dean
and
her
guest,
»¦
playing guitar for eleven years and was a member
11
discuss birth control - various methods, and their
'
of the first all-white blues group in the country
h
1
, costs, effectiveness, and availability.
where he p layed with such famous artists as Mike
Tuesday May 8 1973:
Glee Cl ub Concert
fe
Bloomfield and Charlie Musclewhite. He has
j
"
I
I
I
8:30-9:30 The Advocates The PBS Fight of the
jammed with Harvey Mandle , Paul Butterfield ,
\
Decision
Week Summer Special - "Birth Control: A
*m
The Colby College Glee Club and the Waterville '
and Alvin Bishop.
^
presentation
I
one-hour
I
for
your
Teenager?"
This
special
Area
Community
Chorus will present their annual
His background includes a variety of dramatic
fl
J|.
experiences with drugs, mysticism, religion and
' deals with the pros and cons of giving teenagers
I Spring Concert at the Lorimer Chapel on Sunday,
without
the
consent
of
access
to
birth
control
devices
May 6 at 8-.15 p.m. The Bangor Symphony Ormusic which he candidly sings and talks about on
^
k
tf 0^ chestra will accompany the choruses in Haydn's
stage.
8 fli their parents.
I
Wednesday
May
9
1973:
fl.
I
Mass no. 3 in D Minor ("Nelson ") and "Chores
For the past two years, Mr. Johnson has been
I 1
fl
9:00 -9:30 Lenox Quartet One of the nation's
touring the east coast presenting his original
fl$to no. 10" of the contemporary Brazilian composer 1 |
i
concludes
their
television
in
finest
chamber
music
groups,
Heitor
the
Villa-Lobos. Soloists
material in the folk , rock , jazz style. His humorous
Haydn will
^
fl fl
concert series whith Haydn's Quartet in A Major ,
be Kathleen Campbell, soprano , Louise Hessert,
and truthful raps and outstanding guitar playing
Opus 20, No. 6.
contralto, John Caldwell, tenor , and Stanley
have enthralled audiences from Maine to Florida.
All on WCBB - Channel 10.
Wexler , bass. There is no admission charge.
Admission is free.
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STEREO
COMPO NENTS
•MclNTOSH
oKLH
•ADVENT
•B0SE
•DUAL
•SANSUI
•B&O
•GARRARD
•RE VOX
•TANDBERG

^

-TDK (tape)
«S0NY
• MARANTZ
•PHILI PS
•SCOTT
•SHERWOOD
•SHURE
• MIRACORD
•TH0RENS
•WOLLENSAK

I

featur ing

rF
1

PIZZAS - ITALIANS
DAGWOODS - GRINDERS
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PREGNANT?
need hIlp?

FOOD • AflNt . BKER

l ive en t er t ainmen t

14- MEMORIAL ORIVK
WATKRVIt-L B, MK,

* ^
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TH E BLAC K HORSE
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Free delivery with $5,00 food order
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PABST ON TA P

TABLE SERVICE
AIR CONDITION-D
Call Ahtcd tor Takt-Oui Strvlct

New England
Music Co.

713 Congres s Street , Portland • 772-2869
145-A Main Street , Waterville • 872-5754
213 Lisbon Street , Lewiston • 783-0835
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Adoption Services ,Pregnancy Testing, Etc. ,. ¦
CALL! 215-424-72 70
National Family Planning
Council, Ltd.
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Concord , the capital city of New Hampshire, is
the planned site of the state's first and only law school.
The Franklin Pierce Law. Center will open its doors in
the fall of 1973. Applications for admission are now
being requested. Professor Murl Larkin , of the center,
will be at Colby, May 7th , at 7:30 P.M. (Smith Room,
Roberts Union), to speak with students (all classes)
who might be interested.

Blood Drive
I
I
I
i
1
I
I
I
1
I

Film Direction

Speaking Engagement

The Regional Blood B ank will be at Roberts
(Hurd Room) on Tuesday, May 15 and Runnals on
Wednesday (Phys. Ed. classroom), May 16. The
Bank is continuing the Red Cross Blood Assurance
Program which guarantees blood to the whole college
community and its relatives if 200 pints are collected.
So far about 150 donors have given, according to
Director of Student Activities John Zacamy. He
urges students to give blood while the special opportunity
is available.
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Next Monday evening at 7:30, Film Direction will
present three experimental films about women. This ,
collection of films is vital and contemporary ; and
should be seen before commercial exploitative "feminist"
films come to be shown much like the blaxploitation
movies that are appearing now. The first film "Six FilmMakers in Search of a Wedding " is a 13 minute color
flick that won First Prize at the American Film Festival.
Six film-makers present their personal views of a conventional wedding to magnify and clarify the ritual
and meaning of courtship, the wedding ceremony, and
marriage itself. The second film is a winner of the
yf i w j jf f l f fl W
J Fried Chicken , Fried Clams ,
I
First Prize of the Berkeley Film Festival by Gunvor
I
Nelson called "Take Off ," in which the performance of
a stripteaser is carried to its logically surreal conclusion.
|
%&%&^f i&B
I 87 3-0301
The last film selected b y the Montreal Film Festival,
is "How to Make a Woman ," an adaptation of the
controversial awardwinning p lay of the same name that
ran for a long time in Boston. It illuminates the mechanisms of relationships between men and women, presenting the
sexual and personal conflicts motivating women today.
These will be shown at 7:30 in Lovejoy 100 on Monday
May 7 for 75_ . (81 min.)

AL CORE/
Music Center
99 Main Street

'
GUITARS
AMPLIFIER S & PA S
TRAYNOR
M\RT1N
YAMAHA
YAMAHA
PLUSH
GIBSON
HAGSTRUM
RECOR DS - TAPES - SHEET MUSIC
A L L YOUR MUSICA L NEEDS
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MAINE'S FINEST

No.2
Three levels and eight rooms make zip the organic
design of Dr. Irving Suss ' home, which he designed.

&1P*C

Webber Stea h House w lf§&
& Sea Food ^f N_T
Tel. 20 7/453-901 1
Cocktails
•

3'Min. north of downtown Waterville on Rts, 2 0 1 - 1 1 & 100

!

Open 7:00 a.m. to 10 p.m.; weekends to 11 p.m.

Quality Food; Good Service, Low Prices, and
jus l the ri ght ami. of atmosphere at:
(Maine 's Finest Little Steak House)

Cla ssif ied Ads
WHICH is bigger - Mr. Bigger or Mr. Bigger 's baby?
Watch next week's paper for the answer.

THERE 'S got to be something funny I can say about
Sarah. Doesn 't there?

Bl RTHRAT E and Deathrate in America are equal-

one per person(each),
i.

O, Stratman , champion of the black man , saviour
of the oppressed , shining light in the darkness of the
downtrodden - the ducks on the pond are laughing
A friend
at you,

STATISTI CS prove that people who have more
birthdays live longer.

GIVE me a break! - R. R. Graves
A little frustration never hurt anybod y.

WHAT

was the name of the movie that starred John
as
Wayne a mine owner and Marlene Deitrich as the
Duchess? It was set in a 19th century American city.
Who else was in it?

M AZEL -tov, Manavu , L'Chaim, Chutzpah , Matzo ,
and I even gave myself a nose job . Am I J ewish yet,
David
Sarah?

I' m not some strange knot on your staff. ¦
And I don 't know when Joyce Carol Oates finds time
to go to the bathroom.
Would you believe — CWB

D MO TEL
ARNOL
.Rooms available for June graduation ,-^v^

j JMH -W
JE33E3
^WJH{s_f

Color TV
@!>V
Swi " iming Poo l
A ir Cond itioning '• Phones

Tel . 207/872.273.

f W

ABORTION

v FR E E P LA C EMENT

FREE PREG. TEST

N.Y. Medicaid Accepted
CALL(COLLECT)

TO RMB :

YOUR mentor has failed you, you toads, I did say

"I'm not some strange beetle on your chocolate pud ding."
Would you believe - CWB again

TO Mr. Bassett : My Aunt Sadie is in the terminal

stages of Beri-Beri and I must fly to Mongolia to hold
her hand on the death bed. Now can I ,miss my final?
English 352

YOU only tease the one you love.
QUOTE from syllabus for Engish 352: "Final Exam $1"
Typographical errors nauseat e you, eh, C .W.? Qr do you
really get a charge out of finals?

(21 2)5954220

Co ntrolled P arenthood
Suite 55
CONFIDENTIAL
2 00 W. 72nd St.
a non-profit organizatio n
w y C N. Y .
SAFE , LOW-COST

After the §ame
^•PflrrTJ Q
O

Da gwood

Dr °p in

or

* a d e'icious

Roast Beef Sandw ich or Pizza
It alians

Groceri es

COLD BEER /

47 Water Street

T.el. 873-4372

12
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Breakfast 24 hours a day
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_ ^ THE . F IRST TIME
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HE.HRT1EST PLATE IK TOWN

Fabulous Anti pasto Salads & Grinders
BEST LIQUOR SELECTION IN MAI VF.
873-3 791
Omen ta Go
ALL H O M E C O O K I N G

\_/_^?^fe /

SMITH'S SALES
HONDA MOTORCYCLES
p arts-ac cesories-service

C&t/ U)
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11 Water Street
Waterville, Maine
873-4426
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KENNEDY MEMORIAL DRIVE
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LEARN TO FLY!

|
jf -

INTRODUCTORY LESSON.

41

TRY OUR $5
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DO Y0U L1KE T0 EAT BIG?
Well...

MONDAY IS ITALIAN NIGHT
SPAGHETTI AND MEATBALLS
All You Can Eat $1.25
Also on Monday...

PIZZA--AII one item pizzas--50 cents
and then. ...
THURSDAYNIGHT - .
-COLBY DINNER Special $1.50
ALL THE CHICKEN YOU CAN EAT
(served with coleslaw , rolls , trench fries)

THE

IS THE PLACE

When you gotta go , you gotta go!
Instant Charter

8
° I ABORTION I
^^
^ T ^^_
/WOnifli UTgR I ^
• PREGNANCIES TERMINATED UP TO I
24 weeks
i
HusBa nivw i",

Cheaper than you think!
Hf^t ot-^. Call 872-5555
__^»7wmi jvun j\ &

_

tit !**

BILL'j S

COME DOWN FOR "RUSTY" NIGHT AT

_ __y^
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_nri
l
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ft5£L
B n M-M a
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129 MAIN ST.
WATERVILLE

"•^Hffllffi
-TOTriflvo
THEATRES
W=IM_l!aVi___L-__klL_iJliLyl'/A.Jffl Mlffl

873-0651

__

ENJOY THE BEST IN LOBSTER
IN buR COZY DINING ROOM

t.jny
j ^ S
'
<Jja%yS!jaS

Maine 's Best Lobster Pound
SINCE 19BO

GIVE SOMEBODY DUNKIN DON UTS
GET SOME LOVIN' BACK

PROP,, DON RANCOURT

COLLEG E AVE,
WAT ERVILLE , MAINE

__ NOW
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IN THE J EFFERSON DOW NSTAIRS LOUNGE

COLBY NIGHT

THURSDAYS : FREE HORS D'OEUVRES

fl j f /

DRINKS AT REASONABL E PRICES
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Music by Raven

¦ **

Also; Weekdays-Colby Special Dinner -Since 1932-$U5
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WATEBVILLE , MAINE 04001

TEL , 072-6713
T...i. -li.
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QUALITY IN MEN'S AND LADIES APPAREli

OR TO TAKE OUT . . . .
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7j OO- a.m. -- 1:00 a.m.
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INFORMAL ATMOS PHERE
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One oj the Rest Assort went * of Drinks in Town

MONTGOMER Y WARD
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Best Pri ces in Town

] 9Vi Temple Street

h

HK_1_£<£; Sr

o n T uesday and Thu rsday nights
FOLK BLUES & COUNTRY

GOO D FOOD

r

I
x C^thoy hove their hands full '£T

• PREGNANCIES TERMINATED UP TO
24 WEEKS
•
* ALL INFORMATION CONFIDENTIAL
AND
LEGAL AND SAFE
SAFE
• LEGAL
OPERATIONS performed
PERFORMED in
IN apAP•
• operations
PROVED HOSPITALS UNDER CARE
OF certified
of
CERTIFIED physician
PHYSICIAN
•
UNDER 12 WEEKS PREGNANT TO* UNDER
TAL TIME IN HOSPITAL WILL
WILL BE
UNDER 3 HOURS
PREGNANCY testing
TESTING
•• pregnancy
No
No need
need t0
to m,ss
miss more
more than
than 1
1 clay
day from
from work
work
or can be done Sat. or Sun.
NATIONAL FAMILY '
21
S.d
nfinn
call
915-45
Vi5 Ofinn
06QQ
5--155
Ca
0600
',„
" -J > 5-455
PI
AMHIHP. rnim,,,
^
PLANNING
COUNCIL .LTD
.

-i l - m

Drop In and Pick Up A Copy of our
New , Free S pring-Summer Catalo g
'
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